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Read the scenario below and answer the questions to follow. 

 

Jane, is the newly appointed 'Seafood Supplier' at her company and were asked to 

negotiate the company's revised trading terms with Bob, the manager of ‘Snapper’ 

restaurant in Hermanus.  

Jane has a very dominant personality and naturally strives to win any negotiation 

interaction she might have. She immediately assessed Bob as a weak competitor 

and therefore approached the meeting confidently. From the get go she expressed 

what her company's undebatable new conditions were. Unfortunately Jane was so 

busy with her own agenda that she neglected to consider any of Bob’s suggestions. 

She furthermore made it clear that they are the only credible lobster supplier in 

Hermanus and if Bob is unhappy or unwilling to sign the new agreement, they will 

immediately cancel their contract with ‘Snapper’. 

Jane proceeded to inform Bob that their delivery times will be reduced to once every 

second week going forward. Bob tried to contest these unreasonable conditions, 

aiming to explain to Jane that ‘Snapper’ prides them self in serving only the freshest 

seafood and that biweekly deliveries won’t be acceptable them. Jane laughed at 

Bob’s failed attempt and continuously interrupted him by saying the new delivery 

schedule is final and that there is nothing more to discuss. She ended off by asking 

Bob to sign the new trading terms for ‘Snapper’. He refused and said he does not 

have the authority to sign binding contracts, as the owner insists in doing it 

himself. Bob also mentioned that the owner will probably not sign the new 

agreement as many conditions of their original agreement were never met.  

Jane left the meeting feeling frustrated, and out of rage, phoned Bob later that 

afternoon to inform him that they will no longer provide Snapper with crayfish going 

forward. She decided not to inform her manager regarding her decision to break 

ties with Snapper. She closed the Snapper account and never called on them again.  

 

1. 

 

Based on the case study, explain and give relevant examples on how 

Jane failed to display ‘effective communication traits’ during her 

conversation with Bob. Furthermore make suggestion on what Jane 

should have done during the negotiation process to ensure a more 

successful outcome.  
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